
FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIPS and BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 

 

Fiduciary obligations are obligations that equity places on one party to a relationship to ensure loyal 

performance of the duties that relationship entails. 

- Protects the principal from abuse of trust by the fiduciary 

- FD confers upon the principal a cause of action that may not have been available at CL 

- Fiduciary law constitutes a purely equitable body of principle, recognising and protecting 

rights without need to prove a relationship recognised by the common law 

 

Mason J in Hospital Products: 

- “The critical feature of these relationships is that the fiduciary undertakes or agrees to act for 

or on behalf of or in the interests of another person in the exercise of a power or discretion 

which will affect the interests of that other person in a legal or practical sense. The 

relationship between the parties is therefore one which gives the fiduciary a special 

opportunity to exercise the power or discretion to the detriment of that other person who 

is accordingly vulnerable to abuse by the fiduciary of his position. The expressions “for”, 

“on behalf of” and “in the interests of” signify that the fiduciary acts in a “representative” 

character in the exercise of his responsibility”.  

 

In assessing BoFD, consider: 

1. Does a fiduciary r/ship exist  

2. The scope of the fiduciary r/ship  

3. Whether the duty has been breached – profits or conflict rule 

4. Whether any defences are available  

5. Whether any third parties were involved 

6. Remedies – personal AND proprietary remedies are available  

 

- The person who owes the fiduciary duties = the fiduciary  

- The person to whom those duties are owed = the principal  

 

1. Does a fiduciary r/ship exist? 

 

[Person A] must show that [Person B] breached a fiduciary duty in order to claim remedies against 

him/her. 

 

Nat: don’t fall into the trap of looking at whether the situation is unfair or focusing on a breach 

of K – fiduciary r/ship is different – looking at vulnerability, ability to influence the principal’s 

interests 

 

LAC Minerals v International Corona Resources (1989) 

‘There are few legal concepts more frequently invoked but less conceptually certain than that of the 

fiduciary relationship. Indeed the term has been described as one of the most ill-defined, if not 
altogether misleading terms in our law’ 

 

Horizontal: both owe duties to each other (eg – partnership)  

Vertical: subordination of one party to another  

 

(A) Accepted categories  

 

It is inherent to the nature of these r/ships that a fiduciary r/ship exists  

 

- Trustee and Beneficiary; Keech; Boardman 

o Someone has title to property, but holds for the benefit of someone else. 

o Trustee must not use position to make a gain for himself: Keech 



o Note: where a trusteeship has come to an end but the ex-trustee takes up an 

opportunity that came to him in the course of the trusteeship, the fiduciary obligation 

is breached (Keech) 

 

 

- Partners; Chan; Birtchnell   

- Mutual confidence that will engage in activity for joint advantage only 

- Partners in a partnership place a high degree of mutual trust and confidence in each 

other in the pursuit of their common goal (Birtchnell) 

- Can arise during negotiation stage for a partnership agreement 

- Where a partnership has come to an end but the winding up of the partnership is still 

on foot, each partner is a trustee of the partnership assets for the other partners. So 

even if partnership duties were no longer owed, trusteeship duties are owned, so 

fiduciary obligations still exist (Chan) 

 

- Agent and Principal; McKenzie v McDonald 
o An agent is a person empowered by a principal to act on their behalf. Agency often 

arises in an informal way (on exam!). The word ‘agent’ won’t appear in their 

dealings.  

o The principal puts their affairs outside their control and puts them into the hands of 

the agent. Therefore has the ability to affect the principal’s economic interest. 

 

- Employee and Employer; AG v Reid; VUT; Qld Mines 

o To fall into this accepted category, the employee has to have the ability to affect the 

employers economic interests 

o Risk on employer that the staff will take advantage of opportunities that come their 

way, exploit property to which they have access as employees, run off with client lists 

and start rival enterprises. The employer puts their affairs outside their control and 

puts them into the hands of the employee. 

 

- Director and Company; Regal (Hastings) v Gullvier 

o Board members = directors 

o Duties owed by the director are owed to the company not to the shareholders 

o Directors cannot profit personally from their position as directors ie: cannot make a 

secret profit that is not disclosed to the company 

o Cannot allow a conflict to develop between duty to company and own personal 

interest 

 

- Solicitor and Client; Farrington v Rowe McBride 

o Client is dependant on solicitors advice, so in a de facto sense controls the clients 

situation 

 

- Financial adviser and client; Hodgkinson v Simms 

 

- Bankruptcy Trustee and Creditor 

 

Not accepted  

- Parent and child 

- Doctor and Patient; Breen v Williams 

o Doctor/patient r/ship of itself isn’t a fiduciary r/ship but fiduciary duties may be 

imposed in certain fact scenarios  

- Spouse 

- Supplier and Distributor; Hospital Products 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(B) Factual categories  

 

Given that this relationship does not fall within an accepted category, P needs to show that based on 

the characteristics of the r/ship, there were obligations that made the relationship fiduciary 

 

- Onus on person who alleges the existence of FD to establish their existence and scope. 

- No single characteristic can explain the fiduciary phenomenon – apply a few. 

 

Factors that indicate a fiduciary r/ship per Mason J in Hospital Products  

 

- The person alleged to be a fiduciary must have the power to affect the rights or interests of the 

principal 

o In almost all cases ‘interests’ means the principal’s financial or property interests  

o NOT emotional (Breen v Williams) 

 

- An undertaking  

o Specifically undertaking to act in the interests of the principal is usually 

determinative of the existence of fiduciary duties  

 

- Relationship of trust and confidence  

o It is usual but not essential for the principal to place trust and confidence in the 

fiduciary  

o However, the presence of trust and confidence in a r/ship does not automatically 

mean that fiduciary duties exist (eg – spousal partners)  

 

- Vulnerability  

o Frequently, principals are in a vulnerable position when compared with the fiduciary  

o Central idea behind the fiduciary obligations is that the principal should not have to 

supervise the fiduciary’s performance, either through necessity or choice. Therefore 

without supervising, they are vulnerable  

 

- Property holding 

o It is common to refer to the characteristics of property holding when attempting to 

identify new situations in which fiduciary obligations arise  

 

- If D did not agree to subordinate his own interests to P then there is no undertaking to enter a 

fiduciary r/ship (HP) 

- Negotiations b/w parties that are at arm’s length (independent and on equal footing) are not 

fiduciary. If parties wanted more protection then they could have simply written it into the K 

(HP)  

- A fiduciary obligation may be to protect P’s goodwill (Mason J in HP) 

 

Hospital Products Ltd v United States Surgical Corporation (1984) 

Rule: negotiations between parties that are commercial and at arm’s length (parties are on 

equal footy) are not fiduciary  

 

Facts: 

- USSC made surgical stapling equipment, not patented in Aus  



- Blackman was a product manager for USSC  

- Without revealing his plans, Blackman proposed to USSC that he be the sole distributor of 

their products in Australia  

o Entered into a sole distribution contract – one of the terms was no competition b/w 

him and USSC 

- Blackman created the HP company  

o HP (under Blackman’s control) tested the market and then began reverse engineering 

and making the products themselves and selling directly 

- Diverted orders from USSC to HP 

- Blackman then terminated the agreement with USSC and went into competition as the HP 

company – as the sole dominant Australian distributor of surgical stapling equipment  

- USSC sued HP for BOFD. Sought an account of profits and an order that HP’s business was 

held on trust for USSC  

- Issue: clearly a breach of K but do fiduciary obligations exist here? 

Held: 

- No FD – except for Murphy J (dissent), it was held that as no fid duties, no CT could imposed 
over HP’s assets 

 

- Gibbs CJ, Wilson and Dawson JJ: 

o HP could influence USSC’s interests as a supplier 

o BUT HP and USSC were arms length contractors and USSC had power to look after 

their own interests – equal footing, no vulnerability  

o USSC could have made any provisions to protect itself 

▪ No clause requiring HP to act in USSC’s best interests  

o HP didn’t subordinate its own interests to those of USSC, both HP and USSC were 

free to promote their own interests at will  

▪ B was not obliged to sell any specific quantity, he was permitted to make a 

profit of his own, the agreement was terminable by either party at all 

o Court was hesitant to impose fid obligations in commercial transactions 

o USSC could only get damages for breach of K 

 

- Mason J: dissent  limited fiduciary r/ship 

o K doesn’t mean that there is no FR – the FR just has to be consistent with the K  

o USSC entrusted HP with exclusive right. Manner in which this was done involved 

discretion of HP. Therefore USSC was vulnerable  

o USSC was vulnerable to HP abusing their goodwill and trading on their brand. Since 

HP did abuse this power in custody of USSC’s goodwill, there was a breach of FD  

 

- Deane J: dissent 

o No FR, just breach of K 

o Awarded CT on grounds of conscience  

▪ Problem: cannot have CT for CL COA (like breach of f/d)  

 

- Remedies: 

o Majority: no CT as no equitable COA  

o Mason J’s reasoning: USSC cannot get a CT over HP’s assets bcos all of the assets 

aren’t attributable to its wrongdoing. All that is related to the fiduciary abuse of good 

will is in the initial profits that HP made by getting a head start in the Australian 

market by trading on USSC’s goodwill 

▪ Remedy is account of profits measure by reference to the head start profits  

▪ He would also have allowed the money remedies to be secured by way of an 

equitable lien  

 

Aus standard: (Mason J): 



- Did the fiduciary undertake / agree to act for or on behalf of or in the interests of another 

person in the exercise of a power/discretion which will affect their interests in a legal or 

practical sense? 

- If so, fid had the opportunity to exercise power to detriment of the principal, who is 

vulnerable.  

 

Determining whether a fiduciary r/ship exists from a contract 

- Terms of a K can help to explain the nature of the r/ship, what powers of discretion parties 

enjoy and whether they have agreed to act on one’s behalf (Hospital Products) 

- However, the court can look past the K to the actual course of dealings to determine what was 

expected from the parties and whether an undertaking giving rise to a fiduciary obligation 

arose (Birtchnell, Mason J in HP) 

 

Categories where the label of fiduciary is more readily accepted  

 

Doctor-patient  

 

The majority in Breen held that typically a doctor is not a fiduciary, but…see below   

 

Breen v Williams (1996) 

Facts: 

- B has breast implants, silicon leaked, lawsuit against US manufacturer  

- Wanted medical records from W, Doctor  

- Doctor (W) said no unless she released him from all possible liability  

- B said she had a right to records based on FR  

Held:  

- NO FR b/w Dr and Patient  

- Categories of FR are no closed 

- Fid law is proscriptive (prevent ppl from doing things, doesn’t make ppl do things) – not easy 

to compel him to hand over records  

- Dr has a standard in K and torts that he must comply with – reasonable care  

o This is not a fiduciary obligation 

- Fid duties are about person’s legal and practical rights, not emotional/health rights 

- Fid obligations arise when the r/ship is commercialized  

 

Dawson/ Toohey/ Gaudron/ McHugh/ Brennan JJ: 

- Dr/Patient relationship isn’t a fiduciary r/ship 

 

- Patient has an interest in receiving treatment and is vulnerable. Does reveal confidential info. 

o BUT an interest in health/wellbeing isn’t a practical or legal one  

 

- Dr is not the patient’s representative. FR needs representative element  

o Patient trusts Dr to use care/skill, not to act on their behalf  

o It’s the wrong sort of trust 

 

- BUT in certain circs it can give rise to Fid obligations  

o If the Dr commercialized the relationship – got personal financial benefit other than 

his normal payment  

 

Gummow J: 

- Dr/Patient is FR, but it’s fid character only matters in certain circs 

 

- Only extends to treatment and consultation, NOT the provision of records 

o Patients rely on their doctors; they reveal intimate and confidential info  

o Dr can significantly affect the patient’s personal and economic interests  



 

- There was no breach of the obligations in not giving her the records 

 

Relevance  

 Dr/Patient NOT FR. Equity doesn't respond to interest of health.  

 If it’s commercialized becomes FR 

 Grounded in the biblical notion that no man can serve two masters  

 

Two Alternative Pathways: 

- Pathway 1 taken by Dawson, Toohey, Gaudron, McHugh and Brennan JJ – Generally, 

the doctor-patient relationship is NOT a fiduciary one but in certain peculiar circumstances, it 

will be 

o ie – where it becomes commercialized – Dr may own a pathology unit and sends 

clients there bcos of this 

 

- Pathway 2 taken by Gummow J – Generally, he’s happy to see the doctor-patient 
relationship as fiduciary but its fiduciary character only matters in certain circumstances 

o Treatment and advice  

 

Joint venture  

 

Over time after this case, the courts have become more accepting of the fact that JVs like partnerships 

and are likely to have fiduciary duties, as they place a high degree of mutual trust and confidence 

in each other in the pursuit of their common goal (UCD). 

 

A f/r can arise with no or an incomplete K  before the agreement is signed 

 

A JV will rise to a f/d where it is based on trust and confidence and has a view of mutual profit (UDC) 

 

United Dominions Corporations Ltd v Brian Pty Ltd (1985) 

Rule: JVs are becoming increasingly accepted as fid relationships 

 

Facts: 

- 3 companies were building shopping center. SPL = landowner. Brian = builder. UDC lends 

money.  

- Specified relationship in K. Development made profit from rental. B didn't receive payment.  

- B discovered that UDC and SPL had separate K wherein SPL agreed to use the rent money to 

pay existing unrelated debt to UDC, and B was not getting his share of the profits.  

- Sued UDC because they had money, SPL didn’t. B argued JV was like a partnership.  

- UDC argued no FR until the JV actually existed.  

 

Issue: was there a FR between B and UDC? When did the FR begin?  

 

Held: There was a FR (Mason, Brennan, Deane)  

- There was a JV b/w the three companies. Whether it’s a FR depends on its form.  

o Mutual endeavor 

o Profits were to be shared 

o Property held on trust 

o Parties indemnify SPL against loss 

o Policy of the JV was joint decision 

- Fid obligations arose 

o They were effectively partners, which is an accepted category  

- Each party had the capacity to affect the interests of the others 

o UDC as a lender was still a party to the JV 

- UDC and SPL abused this by signing separate K 



- UDC received money = breach of fid duties 

 

Dawson J: 

- The mutual confidence b/w partners imposes FR, and this can exist in a JV 

  

When did the FR begin? 

- Can arise before the agreement is actually reached.  

- Just need mutual confidence and trust. Can be informal relationship. 

 

Habib v Cth (No 2) (2009) 

Rule: Even if it looks like a FR, can be rejected on other grounds.  

Facts:  

- H, Aus citizen, kidnapped by US and tortured in Egypt and then Guantanamo Bay 

- Sued Aus for BOFD – should have helped him. 

 

Held: No FR. (Perram J) 
- There is a duty owed, but not FR 

- No FR: 

o For Constitutional reasons, no Aus court has jursidction to preside over the 

executive’s relations with other countries/impropriety in other countries  

o The Commonwealth can’t be taken to have agreed to exercise its powers for H’s 

interest and subordinate its own interests 

o Doubtful that the Crown, in exercising foreign affairs, had the power to make a 

distinctive undertaking to a single, private member of society such that it would create 

a FR. Crown doesn't have individualized r/ships with people that fid law requires 

 

Relevance 

Even if it looks like a FR, can be rejected on other grounds.  

 

- The Commonwealth can’t be taken to have agreed to exercise its powers for H’s interest and 

subordinate its own interests.  

- The Constitution which obliges the Commonwealth to exercise powers under s 61 precludes it 

from rendering itself a fiduciary in respect of 1 citizen in the way it exercises those powers.  

- Even if a relationship may bear some of the fiduciary characteristics it can be rejected on 

other grounds 

- But held no fid/duty for policy reasons.   

 

 

 


